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Fractional anisotropy (FA) was examined in a priori selected ﬁber tracts in individuals with schizophrenia (n ¼25) and their non-psychotic siblings (n ¼ 29) versus controls (n ¼ 35). FA was reduced in a
portion of the fornix in individuals with schizophrenia (although this did not survive correction for the
number of tracts investigated). FA in the siblings did not differ from that in controls in any of the
investigated tracts.
& 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Considerable interest exists in identifying heritable, quantitative biological markers that are associated with neurobiologically
relevant dimensions of complex psychiatric disorders. Speciﬁc
intermediate phenotypes (“endophenotypes”) may be associated
with a smaller number of genes than the overall psychiatric
syndrome, translate better to animal models, and provide easily
measured endpoints for studying the biological effects of treatments targeting speciﬁc molecular pathways (Gottesman and
Gould, 2003; Braff et al., 2007). Further, validated endophenotypes
are natural candidates for study as dimensions or constructs that
may transcend individual psychiatric disorders in the effort to
develop a new psychiatric nosology oriented around causative
mechanisms instead of descriptive syndromes (Heckers, 2008;
Craddock and Owen, 2010; Cuthbert and Insel, 2013).
Consistent with the frequent characterization of schizophrenia
as a disorder of abnormal brain connectivity (Friston and Frith,
1995; Andreasen et al., 1999; Fornito et al., 2012), one such class of
biological markers that has received considerable study in individuals with schizophrenia is white matter integrity assessed using
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The most common DTI measure,
fractional anisotropy (FA), is heritable (h2  0.5 over the whole
brain) (Kochunov et al., 2010; Skudlarski et al., 2013; Bohlken

et al., 2014), thus satisfying that important characteristic of an
endophenotype (Gottesman and Gould, 2003). A number of
studies have reported decreased FA in various white matter tracts
in individuals with schizophrenia, albeit with a mixture of both
positive and negative ﬁndings across studies (for reviews, see
Kanaan et al., 2005; Kubicki et al., 2007; Fitzsimmons et al., 2013).
However, a much smaller number of studies have investigated FA
in the siblings of family members with schizophrenia (Hoptman
et al., 2008; Munoz Maniega et al., 2008; Camchong et al., 2009;
Hao et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011; Knochel et al., 2012a; Knochel
et al., 2012b; Boos et al., 2013; Kubicki et al., 2013; Skudlarski et al.,
2013). If FA is a candidate endophenotype related to a heritable
genetic variation in schizophrenia, the non-psychotic siblings of
individuals with schizophrenia should exhibit an intermediate
degree of FA abnormality compared with their affected siblings.
We present our ﬁndings regarding the integrity of a number of a
priori selected white matter tracts in the siblings of individuals
with schizophrenia. We hypothesized that individuals with schizophrenia (relative to controls) would exhibit decreased FA in at
least several tracts and that their siblings would have an intermediate degree of FA reduction in those same tracts.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects

n
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The subjects were individuals who volunteered for studies of brain structure
and function at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, MO. Subjects
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Table 1
Subject demographics and characteristics.
SCZa n¼ 25
Age (years)
Gender: n (%)
Female
Male

24.2 (3.5)
5 (20.0)
20 (80.0)

Race: n (%)
Caucasian
African American
Asian
Education (years)
Parental education (years)
Crystallized IQ c
Lifetime histories d: n (%)
Substance dependence
Mood disorder
Anxiety disorder
Total alcohol consumption in last 2 years (kg)
Cognitive domain scores e
Working memory
Episodic memory
Executive function
Clinical symptom scores
Positive
Negative
Disorganization

SCZ-SIB n¼ 29

CON-SIB n¼ 17

24.2 (3.6)

20.3 (4.9)

15 (51.7)
14 (48.3)

8 (47.1)
9 (52.9)

CON n¼ 18
21.4 (4.6)
8 (44.4)
10 (55.6)

15
10
0
12.1
14.1
7.3

(60.0)
(40.0)
(0)
(1.8)
(2.1)
(2.8)

15
14
0
13.3
14.1
8.7

(51.7)
(48.3)
(0)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(3.0)

8
9
0
11.8
14.2
9.3

(47.1)
(52.9)
(0)
(3.9)
(1.3)
(3.0)

9
8
1
12.6
14.4
10.2

8
9
4
2.7

(32.0)
(36.0)
(16.0)
(6.0)

4
9
5
4.2

(13.8)
(31.0)
(17.2)
(5.7)

1
1
0
3.7

(7.1)
(7.1)
(0)
(6.0)

0
0
0
3.6

pb
0.003
0.09

(50.0)
(44.4)
(5.6)
(3.2)
(1.6)
(2.7)

0.75

0.22
0.97
0.02

(0)
(0)
(0)
(5.7)

0.03
0.007
0.13
0.83

 0.48 (0.69)
 0.78 (0.66)
 0.40 (0.90)

0.07 (0.59)
0.01 (0.67)
0.11 (0.48)

0.22 (0.41)
0.27 (0.66)
0.29 (0.51)

0.42 (0.66)
0.41 (0.76)
0.42 (0.59)

o 0.0001
o 0.0001
0.0004

1.07 (1.08)
1.08 (0.78)
0.73 (0.98)

 0.29 (0.28)
 0.06 (0.51)
 0.18 (0.31)

 0.30 (0.20)
 0.35 (0.22)
 0.25 (0.24)

 0.43 (0.21)
 0.37 (0.24)
 0.29 (0.32)

o 0.0001
o 0.0001
o 0.0001

e

Values are mean (S.D.) unless stated otherwise.
a

Mean duration of illness for SCZ was 5.2 years (S.D. ¼ 3.1).
p-value for overall group effect using ANOVA for continuous variables and Fisher's exact test for categorical variables. Age and gender were included as covariates in the
statistical analysis of FA.
c
Scaled score on the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS–III). In post-hoc testing, SCZo CON-SIB (p¼ 0.03) and SCZo CON (p¼ 0.002).
d
Lifetime histories were assessed using DSM-IV criteria. For these histories, n ¼14 and 17 for CON-SIB and CON, respectively, due to missing data.
e
Z-scores, computed from a battery of neuropsychological tests for the cognitive domain scores, and from the SANS/SAPS (Andreasen et al., 1995), SIPS (Miller et al.,
1999), and Chapman Psychosis Proneness Scales (Chapman et al., 1995) for the clinical symptom scores. See Harms et al. (2007) for details. Posthoc testing indicated that SCZ
scores differed from SCZ-SIB, CON-SIB, and CON for all 6 scores (all p o 0.005). There were trend level (0.05 op o 0.10) differences between SCZ-SIB and CON for the working
memory (p ¼ 0.06) and episodic memory scores (p ¼ 0.053), and between SCZ-SIB and both CON-SIB and CON for negative symptoms (p ¼ 0.08 and 0.06, respectively). CONSIB and CON did not differ for any of the 6 scores (all p 40.3).
b

comprised young individuals with DSM-IV schizophrenia (SCZ), their nonpsychotic siblings (SCZ-SIB), healthy controls (CON), and their siblings (CON-SIB).
There were 14 SCZ/SCZ-SIB pairs (28 subjects) and 12 CON/CON-SIB pairs (24
subjects) (and thus 37 singletons). Siblings were full siblings, based on self-report.
The DTI data from this cohort have not been reported previously. The SCZ subjects
were treated with antipsychotic medications (primarily atypical agents), and had
been clinically stable for at least 2 weeks before study. SCZ-SIB, CON and CON-SIB
subjects all had no lifetime history of any DSM-IV psychotic disorder, and the CON
and CON-SIB had no ﬁrst degree relatives with a psychotic disorder. Further details
of exclusion criteria are available elsewhere (Harms et al., 2007; Mamah et al.,
2008). See Table 1 for demographics and additional subject characteristics. All
subjects gave written informed consent.

b¼0 and FA images were used to drive the registration (Ceritoglu et al., 2009). By
applying the reverse transformation the labels (ROIs) in the “Eve” atlas were propagated
back to each subject's native diffusion space, where FA was quantiﬁed for selected
regions of interest (ROIs) (Table 2). Given the heterogeneity regarding which speciﬁc
white matter tracts demonstrate FA changes in schizophrenia, we used an inclusive
approach to ROI selection, including a tract if it had been implicated in several previous
studies (for reviews, see Kanaan et al., 2005; Kubicki et al., 2007; Kyriakopoulos et al.,
2008; White et al., 2008; Kyriakopoulos and Frangou, 2009; Peters et al., 2010;
Melonakos et al., 2011; Fitzsimmons et al., 2013; for meta-analyses, see Ellison-Wright
and Bullmore, 2009; Bora et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2011).

2.2. Imaging

Group differences in FA were initially examined using a mixed model with
group, hemisphere, group  hemisphere, gender and age as ﬁxed effect predictors,
with one random effect to account for familial covariance and another to model
hemispheric covariance (using PROC MIXED of SAS 9.2). The group  hemisphere
interaction was not signiﬁcant for any of the investigated white matter tracts
(p 40.18). Thus, we used a simpler mixed model with group, gender and age as
ﬁxed effect predictors and a single random effect to account for familial covariance.
The dependent variable was the mean FA across hemispheres for each white matter
tract (weighted by the number of voxels per hemisphere).1 A common random
variance was assumed to apply to both the SCZ/SCZ-SIB and CON/CON-SIB
families.2 The CON-SIB and CON subjects did not differ signiﬁcantly in their

Magnetic resonance scans were collected on a Siemens TimTrio 3 T using a 12channel head coil. The DTI protocol included two whole-brain scans (each  5 min)
of a 30 gradient direction protocol (b¼ 800 s/mm2, TR/TE ¼8000/86 ms, Partial
Fourier¼6/8, iPAT/GRAPPA factor¼ 2, Bandwidth ¼ 1396 Hz/Px), with ﬁve b ¼0
volumes interspersed through each scan. Voxel size was 2 mm isotropic.
2.3. Processing
DTI data were processed in a manner similar to the procedures of Faria et al. (2010)
using the DTIStudio, ROIEditor, and DiffeoMap software packages. Raw diffusionweighted images were co-registered and corrected for eddy currents and subject
motion using a 12-parameter afﬁne transform of the Automatic Image Registration
(AIR) package. The diffusion tensor was calculated using multivariate linear ﬁtting. The
skull was stripped using the b¼ 0 images (intensity thresholding followed by manual
correction where necessary). For spatial normalization, b¼0 images were ﬁrst aligned to
the ICBM-DTI-81 template using a 12-parameter afﬁne transformation of AIR. After this
initial alignment, more precise spatial normalization was performed using non-linear
registration to a single subject atlas (JHU-DTI-MNI “Eve”), which has been extensively
labeled (Mori et al., 2008; Oishi et al., 2009). This non-linear registration was performed
using dual-contrast Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping, in which both

2.4. Statistical analysis

1
Based on a report of decreases in axial diffusivity (AX) and mean diffusivity
(MD) in individuals with increased familial risk for schizophrenia (Kubicki et al.,
2013), as well as a report of increases in MD in unaffected relatives (Knochel et al.,
2012b), we also conducted focused secondary analyses that compared whether
SCZ-SIB and controls differed in AX or MD. These two groups did not differ in AX
(p 40.22) or MD (p 40.27) for any of the investigated tracts.
2
Very similar results were obtained when the two sets of siblings were
allowed to each have a unique estimate of familial covariance. Also, very similar FA
results were obtained using a subset of 76 subjects that were statistically matched
on age across diagnostic groups.
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Table 2
FA values by diagnostic groupa.
SCZ
Anterior limb of the internal capsule (ALIC)
Cingulate portion of the cingulum (CGC)
Hippocampal portion of the cingulum (CGH)
Column and body portion of the fornix (FX)
Crus/stria terminalis portion of the fornix (FXcrusc,d)
Inferior frontal-occipital fasciculus (IFO)
Superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF)
Uncinate fasciculus (UNC)
Genu of the corpus callosum (GCC)
Splenium of the corpus callosum (SCC)

0.459
0.368
0.361
0.315
0.398
0.407
0.409
0.287
0.578
0.581

(5.26) [0.16]
(5.75) [0.18]
(6.54) [0.97]
(11.9) [0.09]
(5.56) [0.02]
(6.22) [0.67]
(5.24) [0.96]
(5.06) [0.75]
(4.90) [0.06]
(6.68) [0.37]

SCZ-SIB

Controlsb

0.466
0.360
0.352
0.343
0.413
0.401
0.400
0.282
0.588
0.585

0.470
0.358
0.360
0.344
0.418
0.403
0.410
0.289
0.591
0.590

(4.86) [0.55]
(5.14) [0.74]
(5.90) [0.35]
(10.8) [0.91]
(5.07) [0.54]
(5.65) [0.80]
(4.85) [0.21]
(4.51) [0.28]
(4.42) [0.62]
(6.08) [0.62]

(5.35)
(4.94)
(5.91)
(11.2)
(5.30)
(5.81)
(5.38)
(4.31)
(4.47)
(6.31)

a
Values in parentheses are standard error times 103. Brackets contain two-sided p-value in pairwise comparison vs. controls. p-values were not corrected for multiple
comparisons.
b
Combination of the CON-SIB and CON groups.
c
Omnibus main-effect of group: p ¼ 0.029 (F(2,25) ¼ 4.11); p ¼ 0.030 for SCZ vs. SCZ-SIB; p¼ 0.016 for SCZ vs. controls.
d
The columns of the fornix are also known as the anterior pillars or fornicolumns, and are grouped together with the body of the fornix as a tract labeled “Fx” in the
“Eve” atlas. The crus (crura) of the fornix are also known as the posterior pillars, and are not distinguishable from the stria terminalis in the region of the hippocampus at the
imaging resolution of the current study. The tract that we call FXcrus in this paper is labeled “Fx/ST” in the “Eve” atlas. The mean (SD) bilateral volumes (mm3) of these tracts
in native subject space were: ALIC: 3589 (478); CGC: 8766 (1187); CGH: 2201 (268); FX: 590 (130); FXcrus: 2790 (306); IFO: 2733 (326); SLF: 13442 (2261); UNC: 597 (80);
GCC: 5355 (901); SCC: 11289 (1746).

demographics, education, IQ, lifetime histories of Axis I psychopathology, or
cognitive and clinical domain scores (Table 1). Therefore, to increase power and
simplify data presentation, the model betas for those groups were averaged into a
single “Control” group for comparison with SCZ and SCZ-SIB.3 Group differences
with a p-value o 0.05 (uncorrected for multiple ROIs) are noted. (The Bonferroni
corrected p-value threshold, controlling for the 10 ROIs would be 0.005, which was
not satisﬁed for any comparison.). Correlations of clinical and cognitive measures
with FA were not conducted given the generally negative nature of the overall
ﬁndings regarding group differences in FA.

3. Results
The only tract that exhibited an effect of group on FA in an
omnibus F-test comparing SCZ, SCZ-SIB and controls was FXcrus
(F(2,25) ¼4.11, p ¼0.029; Table 2), which was the crus/stria terminalis portion of the fornix. Pairwise comparisons between groups
of this tract revealed a statistically signiﬁcant decrease of FA of
4–5% in SCZ compared with SCZ-SIB (p¼ 0.030, Cohen's d effect
size¼  0.46) and controls (p ¼0.016, effect size ¼  0.52),4 but no
difference emerged between SCZ-SIB and controls (p ¼0.54).

4. Discussion
We found that FA in siblings of individuals with schizophrenia
did not differ from FA in controls in any of the investigated white
matter tracts. While most of the tracts investigated have been
reported in at least one other study as differing in the family
members of individuals with schizophrenia (vs. controls), the
precise tracts implicated are highly divergent across studies. For
every tract implicated in another familial study, an equal or greater
number of other studies investigating the same tract or region
have failed to ﬁnd supporting results (Hoptman et al., 2008;
Munoz Maniega et al., 2008; Camchong et al., 2009; Hao et al.,
2009; Clark et al., 2011; Knochel et al., 2012a; Knochel et al.,
2012b; Boos et al., 2013; Kubicki et al., 2013; Skudlarski et al.,
3
Speciﬁcally, “CONTRAST” statements were used to compute statistics on
linear combinations of the four subject groups in the model; e.g., the vector
[  1 0 0.5 0.5] provided the difference (½n(βCON þβCON-SIB) – βSCZ) and the vector
[0  1 0.5 0.5] provided the difference (½n(βCON þ βCON-SIB) – βSCZ-SIB). An F-test
using both those contrast vectors provided an omnibus test for any difference
between SCZ, SCZ-SIB, and “controls”.
4
Effect size computed as (t-value)/sqrt(d.f.) from the PROC MIXED model
(d.f. ¼degrees of freedom).

2013). In that regard, our study adds an important additional set of
data to what is currently still a small literature on FA in family
members of individuals with schizophrenia. In particular, the
current study is only the third in which the family members were
restricted solely to siblings (cf. Boos et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2009),
which yields a more homogenous sample as regards potential age
and environmental confounds.
We found only marginal evidence for FA abnormalities in
young individuals with schizophrenia. Namely, a 5% decrease in
FA in FXcrus in SCZ relative to controls (effect size ¼ 0.52) for
which the p-value (p ¼0.016) would not survive correction for the
number of investigated tracts. This result itself warrants caution,
as the fornix is susceptible to partial volume artifacts with cerebral
spinal ﬂuid. Various reviews have noted the inconsistency and
heterogeneity of DTI results in SCZ (Kanaan et al., 2005;
Kyriakopoulos et al., 2008; White et al., 2008; Kyriakopoulos and
Frangou, 2009; Peters et al., 2010; Melonakos et al., 2011). Notably,
the sample size in the present study is comparable to (or larger
than) those in many of the other studies that have reported FA
reductions in various tracts in SCZ. In addition, the speciﬁc
analytical approach used in this study has been validated and
used successfully in other studies (Ceritoglu et al., 2009; Oishi
et al., 2009; Faria et al., 2010; Faria et al., 2011). Nonetheless, it is
possible that a different analytical approach, such as tract-based
spatial statistics (TBSS; Smith et al., 2006) or automated tractography (e.g., TRACULA; Yendiki et al., 2011) might have revealed
more group differences. Approaches that may be better equipped
to handle heterogeneity in the location of white abnormalities
across subjects (e.g., “pothole” approaches; White et al., 2013;
Mayer et al., 2014) also warrant careful cross-methodological
comparison and may provide a mechanism to relate different
spatial proﬁles of abnormalities to differing disease subtypes.
Another possibility for the negative ﬁndings in the current study
is that FA decreases may have a progressive component
(Rosenberger et al., 2008; Kochunov et al., 2013) and may be
either absent or less robust in recent-onset schizophrenia. However, true longitudinal studies (in the same subjects) of FA in
schizophrenia are needed, and the evidence for differential FA
results between ﬁrst episode and chronic schizophrenia is itself
quite mixed (White et al., 2008; Kyriakopoulos and Frangou, 2009;
Peters et al., 2010; Melonakos et al., 2011). Overall, the results of
the current study are consistent with the idea that reported FA
reductions in schizophrenia are more likely related to disease state
than genetic risk for the disorder.
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